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photocritique by philip n. douglis, abc

Choose your vantage point
Be selective in deciding where to stand—it can determine what your photographs say to viewers

P

hotographers use their
vantage point to create a perspective that
expresses an idea, tells
a story and draws the viewer
into an image. The beginner or
formula-bound descriptive photographer will always take the
most predictable camera position: 8 to 10 feet away from the
subject with camera held at eye
level. Photographic communicators, on the other hand, will
often get down, move up or go
entirely around the subject to
find the position that creates the
most meaning.
Bob Gilka, former director
of photography for National

Shooting from below the man doing tai chi (above) adds energy to
the image. Shooting from above the seemingly calm train station concourse (below) provides contrast with the hectic street scene outside.
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Geographic magazine, once said
that when he reviewed a photographer’s portfolio, he would look
first for evidence of a “willingness to bend.” Where we stand
surely determines what we say.
In my first example (left), I
was able to move well below a
man doing tai chi on a monument to China’s revolution in
Shanghai. In doing so, I created
an echo effect, linking the interlocked position of his arms to
the interlocked hammer and
sickle on the wall just below
him. By moving to my left, I
shifted the man toward the right
side of the frame, linking the
direction of his tai chi thrust to
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Taken at near-pavement level, this shot leads the viewer into the heart of the oncoming herd of cattle.

the flow of the rays coming out
of that hammer and sickle
emblem. My low vantage point
places him directly between the
emblem and the Chinese
inscription behind him. My perspective not only energizes the
image, it also suggests that
China’s past may be very much
alive in this man’s mind.
In my second example (left), I
moved high over the main concourse of the Shanghai Railroad
Station, which enabled me to
make an image that greatly
reduces the scale of the people far
below me, and in the process
makes the train station appear
even larger than it is. I also chose
a 28-mm wide-angle lens that
stretches my perspective into
near-panoramic effect. By shooting down on the scene, I give the
viewer not only a glimpse of the
entire concourse but also a look
www.iabc.com/cw

outside of the building. The
image contrasts two worlds: the
relatively casual pace and spacing
of the people walking below us,
and a chaotic Shanghai street
jammed with buses just outside
the station’s window.
In my final example (above), I
photographed a cattle drive near
Henry, Idaho. Most of my shots
were made through the open
door of our van as the cattle
moved past us, but early on,
when we first spotted them
coming at us from a distance, I
was able to spend a few precious
seconds shooting from the middle of the highway. I took the
lowest vantage point I could,
lowering my camera to almost
pavement level and looking
down into my flip-out viewfinder at the oncoming herd. I
placed the double yellow line at
the lower right-hand corner of

my frame so that it would lead
the eye into the heart of the
herd. They were coming at me
up a long slope, and I shot just
as they reached the crest. The
yellow line rises and then begins
to fall as it vanishes into the
herd. Cowboys on horseback
drive the cattle from the rear,
and traffic backs up behind
them. My 420-mm telephoto
lens collapses the distance
between these elements and
makes the distant field seem as if
it is an earthen wall at the back
of the image. This photograph
is essentially a product of my
own perspective. It is far more
expressive than any of the
images I made by shooting the
cattle from our van as they
passed us, because my groundlevel perspective puts the viewer
vicariously into the path of the
oncoming herd. ●

Phil Douglis, ABC, directs The
Douglis Visual Workshops, now
in its 37th
year of training communicators in
visual literacy.
Douglis, an
IABC Fellow,
is the most widely known workshop leader and columnist on
editorial photography for organizations. Douglis now offers all
of his training programs as oneon-one tutorial workshops in
digital imaging and photographic
communication. These tutorials
provide flexibility in cost, length
and content; extend from one to
four days; and can be adjusted to
cover everything from basic digital photography skills and photo
editing to photographic expression. The tutorials will be offered
in Phoenix, Arizona, on dates
selected by participants. For
registration information, call
+1 602.391.0097 or send an
e-mail to pnd1@cox.net.

take your best shot
Send photos for possible use
in this column to The Douglis
Visual Workshops, 2505 E. Carol
Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85028 USA.
You can view Douglis’ multigallery cyberbook on expressive
digital travel photography at
www.pbase.com/pnd1.
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